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Walk Submission Form
Please complete one form for each walk being submitted


Guidance/Example
Details of Walk being submitted
Title
A short, clear title as it will appear in walks lists and searches on the website
e.g. Norwich Woodlands and Canals

Description
A short description of the walk which will attract walkers to join it
e.g. Enjoy a stroll on this popular trail to Upper Knock and beside the beautiful river Spey inc open heather moorland, wooded glens and burbling streams 

Starting Location Description
Any further details to assist in finding the start location of the walk 
e.g. Meet at the first car park at Bolam Lake 

Starting Grid Reference
No map number required but state in a 2-letter, 6 figure format (no spaces) 
e.g. NY223334

Starting Postcode
Postcode with no spaces
e.g. EH146JY

Distance km or miles
State length of walk in kilometres or miles
e.g. 10km

Difficulty
See table below - Walks Difficulty Rating

Additional details
Any further details that will be useful or attract walkers
e.g. Car parking charge, an opportunity to look at rare flowers, name of the teashop to be visited afterwards

Any dates not able to lead walk
State any dates


Walks Difficulty Rating
 
Easy access
Suitable for everyone, including people with conventional wheelchairs and 
pushchairs, using easy access paths. Comfortable shoes or trainers can be worn. Assistance 
may be needed to push wheelchairs on some sections.

Easy 
Suitable for anyone who does not have a mobility difficulty, a specific health problem 
or is seriously unfit. Suitable for pushchairs if they can be lifted over occasional obstructions. 
Comfortable shoes or trainers can be worn.

Leisurely
Suitable for reasonably fit people with at least a little country walking experience. 
May include unsurfaced rural paths. Walking boots and warm, waterproof clothing are 
recommended.

Moderate 
Suitable for people with country walking experience and a good level of fitness. 
May include some steep paths and open country, and may be at a brisk pace. Walking boots and warm, waterproof clothing are essential.

Strenuous
Suitable for experienced country walkers with an above average fitness level. 
May include hills and rough country, and may be at a brisk pace. Walking boots and warm, waterproof clothing are essential. 
People in doubt about their fitness should contact the organiser or leader in advance.

Technical
Suitable for experienced and very fit walkers with additional technical skills. May 
require scrambling and use of ropes, ice axes and crampons. You must contact the organiser or leader in advance for further details.  

